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where the indices 1 and 2 refer to two different states of the system [7] . figure 3 . The temperature dependence reported in the curves given in ref. [8] illustrates the same property. figure 2 . The frequency shift is clearly perceived in this figure.
These features must be compared with results obtained from viscoelastic measurements performed on PIB chains. In semi-dilute polymer solutions chain motions must be described according to a Zimm model [9] in order to take free draining effects into consideration; whereas in concentrated solutions, viscous drag effects of chain segments can be ignored and the Rouse formulation of chain motion can be used [10] . Accordingly, in the case of concentrated solutions, relaxational modes depend explicitly on the chain segment mobility, ~. This is usually supposed to be controlled by the solvent concentration through the static free volume, f The corresponding concentration dependence of the complex shear modulus is entirely dominated by that of ~. In other words, relaxational modes which are known to reflect the pseudogel rigidity modulus resulting from the presence of entanglements, must decrease with solvent addition [1] . This effect is however screened by the concentration dependence of ~ : a free volume law is actually observed from low frequency viscoelastic measurements. Although the Rouse model must be given a modified treatment to calculate high relaxational modes [3] , these depend roughly on the chain segment mobility ~; and they should also exhibit a free volume law. Furthermore, the shear loss modulus 6"'(~), observed for pure molten PIB chains [II] 
